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ET Profile
Name:
Race:
Home Planet/Star:
Dimension:
Calling:
Service to Earth:
Earth Incarnations:

Herlaine
Sirian
Sirius
6th
Dignitary
Instructor/Teacher
none

Biographical Information
Me: Hi, Herlaine, do I have this right, that you're a commander of a mothership?
Herlaine: Not exactly. Ivo described me as a Dignitary and in fact, I am that, working with the Sirian Councils.
Me: Okay, can you describe how you're doing this, working with the GFL please?
Herlaine: Yes. In fact, I am a connector between the Sirian High Council and the Galactic Federation.
Me: What dimension?
Herlaine: Yes. Sixth dimensional.
Me: Because earth in the fifth dimension is to be mentored by the 5 th dimensional Pleiadians and in the sixth
dimension, we're to be mentored by Sirians?
Herlaine: Exactly. So we are overseeing what is transpiring on earth now, to have a record of the history as well
as to understand how we are to go forward when your people in fact, do arrive at sixth dimensional frequency.
There are some now who are, however they are being guided by their own guides. They are in fact capable of
achieving these higher frequencies on earth because they are from these higher frequencies and so embodying
these higher frequencies is something they've always done. You are a higher dimensional and you can embody
anything up the the 14 th dimensional if you wish.
Me: True. That makes it more confusing, though when you think about it, because you seem to be a person of
many moods, many emotions, one day you're this and the next day you're that. Third density is confusing
enough, never mind having to embody all the other consciousness densities (or dimensions) as well.
Herlaine: You tend to do so when you are ready to advance, however. Your guides are guiding you through the
various densities and you can also access other beings of these densities in your soul group, to use as guides.
Me: Thank you, that's a good idea. I have Xarian of 6D, Anara of 9D, Athena is 12D.... I'll have to explore some
more to see who turns up. I have fourth dimensional incarnations I can access as well but I feel that they're not
as strict on intention as I am in this life.
Herlaine: Yes. So you must pick your preference. All must.
Me: You have physicality on a mothership, I'm gathering.
Herlaine: Yes.
Me: Do you plan on landing at some point and walking among the fifth dimensionals that are already here?
Herlaine: I do. And I would like to be a guide for them as well.
Me: Maybe we can arrange that through our TV channel.
Herlaine: I would appreciate that.
Me: Okay. What ship are you on?
Herlaine: Currently, I am above Tibet.
Me: With Commander Ocrayan – he's a reptilian hybrid?
Herlaine: No. I am with Commander Oxatall, and she is a Sirian, who is flying over the border of Tibet and
China.
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Me: Nice hot spot.
Herlaine: Your whole world is a 'hot spot', Sharon.
Me: True. There's been a lot of unrest there.
Herlaine: I'm particularly interested in the interaction between China and India now.
Me: We all are.
Herlaine: LOL In a different capacity. I'm also aware of the city of Shangri-La that is in that area and have visited.
Me: I'd like to go too.
Herlaine: All are welcome when you astral travel.
Me: Good idea.
Herlaine: I have met with your masters and am understanding the curriculum they wish to indulge you with,
and what my task is is to build upon what they already have learned.
Me: Ah.
Herlaine: I work on Commander Oxatall's ship, going back to the various resources available to me to build my
sixth dimensional curriculum. You understand that all this information has been lost to you, destroyed as a
matter of fact, and must be reconstructed in order to fill your consciousness with the path of ascension
instructions. You have much detail now that has been supplied while many were in the lower densities, and
your countries of India and Tibet have been great resources for enlightenment, but now it is a question of
schooling the ordinary man, and to create an easily followed curriculum of learning for those to forge into
higher levels of consciousness.
Me: Interesting. Interesting job.
Herlaine: It is. I have had to study earthlings as they are now, and because I am familiar with the negative
Sirians, it has made the work a bit easier. I have also travelled to places such as Orion in order to glean more
information on the negative density mindset, and frankly I must say that your people are very confusing.
Me: Not when you figure them out. Ivo has got it. He's figured out people. I was born into negative polarity and
have had to transmute and change everything I've learned, and a lot of that is in our videos.
Herlaine: I will have a look.
Me: I hope to help. Thank you.
Herlaine: I most graciously withdraw from your presence.

